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Wilson Atomatoys (pre-war) AtomatoysFactoryExtAtomatoysFactoryExt02AtomatoysFactoryExt03AtomatoysFactoryExt04POISC03 (Ghoul Asylum SE) 00 The Wilson Atomatoys Factory is a place in the Commonwealth in 2287. The contents of the show BackgroundEdit Before the Great War, this factory was a relatively new facility, built in 2075, centered around the production of the Wilson Atomatoys'
Giddyup Buttercup toy line. At the end of 2077, the plant began to be secretly converted into a production line for mines to assist in military operations. After the war, the facility was taken under control by a group of super mutants. LayoutEdit Location is a two-stage factory with lots of Giddyup Buttercup pieces (total as well as pieces). It contains several legendary super mutants, including a unique super
mutant named Big Mac. The main hall is accessible from the front entrance, and contains several conveyor belts; in the southwest corner is a working bench with weapons. Part of the pantry is in the northeast corner, and another smaller power room (which needs Wilson Atomatoys ID card to open) against the south wall. The staircase leads to the catwalks; There is a steamer chest in the western part of
the niche, as well as a doorway leading from the stairs that go up to the roof. The roof is mostly barren, but there is a pipe on the southwest wall that leads through the ground; The hole in the pipe allows access to it, with the steamer trunk and other supplies at the end of it. The famous lootEdit Edit NotesEdit weapons workbench is located on the ground floor, inside the factory. Another weapons work
bench, workbench armor, and a power plant can be found in front of a partially destroyed red rocket station just north of the plant; The quick travel goal for the Wilson Atomatoys factory leads directly south of this building. Once on top of the building, you can go to a large pipe, which runs to the tower. From there you can stock up inside the pipe and find a steamer trunk with some loot, and seven bags of
concrete. The easiest way out is to jump down, which will cause minor damage to the player's character if they do not land on the next stack of tires. The ID card for the door sometimes falls at the table at the top. Around the main entrance to the building, several shrapnel mines were scattered. Three of the plant's five main production lines were converted to produce landmines two days before the Great
War (10/21/2077), with the start of full-scale mine production scheduled for 1 November 2077. The Great War prevented it. The Brotherhood can be found attacking this place with the support of a vertibird. The appearance of Wilson's Factory Inita Atomatois appears only in Fallout 4. GalleryEdit LinksElit Hii I got misc. quest from a ghoul named Arlen Glass (Slog). It sends me to find some toy pieces on the
old Atomatoys Factory.So I infiltrated Atamatoys from Super Mutants and now I'm stuck behind a locked door that needs an ID card. I searched the whole factory, but I can't find an ID card. So can you guys tell me the location of the ID card?? Page 2 15 comments from Vault - Fallout Wiki Fallout 4 different item Wilson Atomatoys ID card is the item quest in Fallout 4. A map is needed to open locked doors
in two buildings to purchase Giddyup Buttercup parts toy for Arlen Glass. The contents of the show features an Angry Dark Grey keyboard to access locked doors. LocationsAdit Wilson Atomatoys Plant - In a random inventory of the super mutant. It can also be found on the table in the room at the top of the stairs with a hole in the floor. In Arlen Glass's inventory in The Syllable. It can also be obtained by
passing a speech check. Wilson Atomatoys Corporate Headquarters - Located upstairs near the President's desk, in a corner on the ground. The western corner office is on a desk with a terminal secretary. In the security room, in the office. Edited by GalleryEdit' Sun January 17, 2016 at 11:49pm I don't know if anyone else had this problem. I cleaned the factory, searched everywhere, couldn't find an ID
card to open the door and finish the mission. Looking for an online guide, thinking maybe I missed something, somehow. All show that the ID card is on the table on the second floor. I'm looking at the table, just like the shows in screencaps and videos, it doesn't exist. Looked around, under, at the table, nothing. Crouched down and covered every inch of the room, and downstairs incase when I was fighting
Big Mack he dropped a crack in the floor, climbed on top of everything, it's nowhere. I tried to leave the area through a quick journey and come back thinking it might re-generate it, no. Closed out of the game and came back, no. If I hadn't gotten a good piece of armor from the legendary raider who mutated in this area, I'd load up the old caviar and try again. Has anyone else made this mission and id cards
just don't exist anywhere? I would love to finish the quest ... NeverStopThe Post: 3405Joined: W Mar 27, 2007 11:25pm Sun January 17, 2016 9:04 pm Marie Maillos Posts: 3403Joined: 17:04 PM March 21, 2007 4:39 pm Sun January 17, 2016 4:19pm The queen posts: 3480Joined: Fri December 29, 2006 1:00 pm Mon Jan 18, 2016 2:21am As I said, I went upstairs, looked at the table he should be on (in
the room where Big Mac was) and it wasn't there. Unless I'm misunderstanding, where are you telling me to look? Dan Endacott Posts: 3419Joined: Fri Yuel 06, 2007 9:12am Sun Jan 17, 2016 7:55pm should be there. Sometimes the fight will push him around and he can land behind behind table as well. Sometimes it can be found on the corpse of super mutants, in which case it will sometimes not be on
the table. If you are on a PC, you can use the console to generate it. Emily Shackleton Posts: 3535Joined: Sun February 11, 2007 12:36am Sun Jan 17, 2016 11:01pm If you go to Atomatoy headquarters building in the city centre, you can also pick up a couple of IDs there. Luke Trodden Messages: 3445Joined: Sun Jun 24, 2007 12:48am Mon Jan 18, 2016 2:07am Thank you, I ended up having to do it,
because even searching for every dead body in case someone else took it and behind and under the case he got off the table, he just didn't want to be found. Went to the headquarters in the center of the city and got one. Baby K (: Messages: 3395Joined: Thu November 09, 2006 9:07pm Sun January 17, 2016 11:38pm Given this, it struck me as strange that a critical thing like a keyboard would have free
physics applied to it rather than be an activator, That generates an item in your inventory. It seems like it invites disaster. Killer McCracken Messages: 3456Joined: St. February 14, 2007 9:57pm Mon Jan 18, 2016 2:40am I had it happen to me on one game, SM Master usually carries one, and he didn't have it and grenades blew another on the table to oblivion.... Mr Allen Posts: 3327Joined: Fri Oct 05,
2007 8:36am Sun Jan 17, 2016 4:32pm The grenades are a double edge sword like this. Emily Joseph Posts: 3387Joined: Thu Mar 15, 2007 6:28am Mon Jan 18, 2016 5:20 am I often thought the same thing, having critical elements getting knocked in hidden/inaccessible places is not good, I know that I lost a very good sword or something in the game of senior scrolls, because I got disarmed and could
not find it again (I re-loaded), does with anything really nice (not to mention required) a little pain if it is not blocked and free to fly around the room, landing between the rocks and hard to get. Sweets Sweets Messages: 3339Joined: TD June 13, 2006 3:26am Sun January 17, 2016 5:41pm I got it from a corpse both times, super butcher-mutant. Vahpie Messages: 3447Joined: Sat August 26, 2006 5:07pm
Sun Jan 17, 2016 6:58pm I had the same search at the Giup Buttercup factory where I was looking for parts and couldn't get past the security door because I couldn't find an ID card. many grenades have been used in cleaning this place BTW. Understood the quest was a bust until I found myself back in the neighborhood a few days later and the whole place was to reset itself except for any of the bad
guys. ID card was right there on the table David Chambers Messages: 3333Joined: Fri May 18, 2007 4:30am Mon Jan 18, 2016 7:05am No Arlen Glass in Slog give you one as well? You can also visit the headquarters in the city centre. Thomas LEON Messages: 3420Joined: Mon November 26, 2007 8:01am Sun January 17, 2016 10:35pm I think you should convince Arlen to give you (I did)... so it's quite
possible someone isn't so convincing. Definitely go to the headquarters of the factory toy and nose around though and then go go Arlen (even if you don't have a search to do it) and talk to him. Moving things. Remi lasisi Messages: 3307Unding: Sun Iul 02, 2006 2:26pm Return to Fallout 4 4 fallout 4 atomatoys id card location
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